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THE EXPLORATION OF 
WORLD TOURISM CITIES 
EVALUATION SYSTEM

Since April 2011 WTCF has begun to study on the related 
content of world tourism cities evaluation system 
(hereinafter referred to as "evaluation system"). This project 
tries to build a platform for the tourism cities to observe and 
learn about future tourism development trend and learn 
from each other through the study of world tourism cities' 
concept interpretation, element analysis and comprehensive 
evaluation system.

To build a rigid and scientific comprehensive evaluation 
system of tourism cities would help WTCF, the first 
international tourism organization based on cities in the 
world, make a voice in the world organizations and lead the 
development trend of world tourism cities. It also helps to 
promote the communication, cooperation and passenger 
source sharing among world tourism cities, and build a 
standard tourism statistics system and offer effective service 
for the tourism research of member cities and non-member 
cities.

The world tourism cities expert committee build a three-
level evaluation system as comprehensive index-single 
index-characteristic index and propose the Tourism 
City Development Index (TCDI) from such aspects as 
tourists, tourism industries and city management. TCDI 
is a comprehensive index to evaluate the development 
level of city tourism and it can also be used to generally 

assess the tourism development level and compare the 
development process of different cities worldwide. TCDI 
consists of six single indexes, namely, tourism prosperity 
index, tourism development potentiality index, tourism 
attraction index, tourism industry supporting capacity 
index, tourists satisfaction index and tourism popularity 
index. Tourism prosperity index and tourism development 
potentiality index focus on the current state and the future 
of each city's tourism industry and related industries, 
including the evaluation of the industry development level 
and potentiality; tourism attraction index and network 
popularity index is concerned with the interaction between 
each city and tourists and factors that will influence the 
tourists' behaviors, which measures the relation between 
tourism cities' development and the tourists; tourism 
industry supporting capacity index pays more attention to 
the support that city governments or related organizations 
provide for tourism industry.

According to the grade marking assessment system made by 
experts, the weight for the five single indexes are as follows: 
tourism prosperity index - 0.35; tourism development 
potentiality index - 0.15; tourism attraction index - 0.22; 
tourism industry supporting capacity index - 0.2; tourism 
network popularity index - 0.08. The ranking produced by 
comprehensive evaluation will provide strong support for 
the development of world tourism cities.

The world tourism cities expert committee build a three-level evaluation system as comprehensive index-
single index-characteristic index and propose the Tourism City Development Index (TCDI) from 
such aspects as tourists, tourism industries and city management. 
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Experience Center. It is a consulting service network center 

with comprehensive screening, interactive experience, real-

time monitoring, tourists’ service and other functions to 

satisfy different needs.

A Comprehensive Experience in Butterfly 
Hall 
The Butterfly Hall is an integrated venue of the World 

Tourism Cities Experience Center comprised of World 

Tourism Cities’ interactive programs. You can enjoy the 

water in the city waterfalls and hug the blue sky and earth 

here. Wandering about the eastern and western urban 

architecture you can experience the fascinating changes of 

the cities' images, and enjoy the pureness and wildness that 

cities bring to us and the forever melody of cities.

Digital Cities
You can interact with the digital sand table to see the 

changing sceneries of different cities and feel about cities’ 

pulses here; you can also open cities’ boxes to explore the 

characters of cities you didn’t know and listen to cities’ 

unique music to get to know the soul of these cities.

City Flavor
The City Flavor is an interactive world cuisine 

platform combining cooking, tasting, experiencing 

and communication, where various delicacies and food 

cultures gather. Here you can taste regional specialties and 

understand the food cultures from cities all over the world 

through a weekly city food theme. By involving yourself in 

cooking you can fully enjoy yourself.

Virtual Cities
The Virtual Cities is composed of Dream Space and Virtual 

Interaction. Combined with the characteristics of tourism 

cities, Dream Space adopts the internationally popular 4D 

movie technology and expression form to bring the audience 

experiences like shaking, bumping, clashing and instant 

weight loss, etc.. Virtual interaction makes the visitors 

further understand the world tourism information through 

real-time dialogue with the virtual characters and man-

machine communication

Inter-City Shuttle
The Inter-City Shuttle guides visitors to transcend time and 

space and fulfill their fantasy to fly to different cities and 

integrates themselves with the local customs. Here you can 

leave your own image in the five photo booths and choose 

your favorite city sceneries in the world. A few minutes later, 

the unique deep rendering and superimposing technique 

combining man and scenery together will show you the 

pictures that you travel through world famous cities.

City Show Field
Here is the sole world tourism cities experience center 

globally. It will be “The World Tourism Cities Expo” that 

never ends, “A brand-new, epoch-making and originative 

marketing platform for tourism”, and “A city of merriment 

integrating the elements of tourism, culture as well as 

science and technology.” 

The World Tourism Cities 
Experience Center

Here is the sole world tourism cities experience center globally. It will be “The World Tourism Cities Expo” that 
never ends, “A brand-new, epoch-making and originative marketing platform for tourism”, and “A city of merriment 
integrating the elements of tourism, culture as well as science and technology.”

The World Tourism Cities Experience Center is a brand-

new tourist project initiated by the World Tourism Cities 

Federation (WTCF) and built by Beijing. Located in Beijing 

International Sculpture Park, Shijingshan District, the World 

Tourism Cities Experience Center(Phase I) exhibits the 

scenes and features of these cities with the aid of such high-

tech measures as stereographic projection, digital displays, 

3D animations and 4D cinema. It is composed of 10 pavilions 

including the Integrated Experience Pavilion, Inter-city 

Shuttle, Digital Cities and City Show Field, where a number 

of interactive experience projects are arranged.

My Dream
To pick up a colored ball and put it into the WTCF sculpture 
with a wish, you will see your dream city go down in 
history. The glass sculpture made by tourists will become a 
permanent public art sculpture in the experience center.

Reception Center, the Image Window
The reception center is the heart of the World Tourism Cities 


